Features you can use:
POWERED BY

Technology that helps drive your deliveries,
while fueling your profitability.
Elite EXTRATM is a real-time, GPS dispatch management solution designed

Create and manage
optimal routes from
your desktop.

to maximize employee productivity, improve customer service, and promote
efficiencies.
How does it work? Elite EXTRA is an automated and integrated “traffic control
center” that creates optimally sequenced routes on an interactive map, and then
dispatches them to your drivers’ smart phones or tablets.
As a recognized leader in the logistics industry, this award-winning solution will

Dispatch stops to a
smartphone or tablet.

give you visibility of your deliveries and drivers at all times, thereby increasing
employee accountability and customer satisfaction.
The result? You and your customers will know when and where your deliveries
are at all times!

BENEFITS
■

Increase profitability through
efficient routes

■

Deliver accountability through
GPS tracking and real-time ETA
calculations

■

Provide real-time operational
visibility

■

Enhance customer relationships

■

Reduce fuel and paper
consumption - go green!

Know where your
employees and deliveries
are at ALL times.

Show your customer
when to expect you.

signatures and pictures
collected at the time of
delivery.

Contact Hollander for more info:
call 1.800.825.0644, option 4

A flexible and affordable
solution to help your
business profit!

Elite EXTRA offers you automated routing and tracking to ensure your dispatchers
and drivers are operating at top performance. This “traffic control center” creates
optimal routes and tracks drivers in real-time.

Here are some real-life
ROI examples from
EXTRA users:

The EXTRA Process

Route Management

Cuts in Driver
Expenses of up to 15%
Easily create optimized routes for your drivers.

Route Sequence Optimization

16% Increase in
Delivery Efficiency

Real-time GPS Tracking

Track drivers in real-time and easily view
breadcrumbs of where they have been.

Real-time ETAs

19% Reduction in Costs
POD/e-Signatures
Give your customers easy access to real-time ETAs!

Optimize your delivery dispatching today!
For more info call Hollander at 1.800.825.0644,
Option 4

50% Improvement in
Total Miles on Routes

Elite EXTRA’s innovative core technology has allowed us to deliver a higher
level of customer service to our distributors by providing a technology which
enables real-time delivery times. Elite EXTRA’s ability to integrate into business

$4,065 Fuel
Savings Monthly

processes in multiple business verticals results in true business value.
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